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UCL. LONDON, UK

LGBT+ Officer | UCL SU | 2018-19

Expected to graduate 2019
Archaeology BSc

Involved in creating, running, and implementing regular events and campaigns in the
interests of LGBT+ rights and welfare. I attended NUS conferences and voted on the

DAME ALICE OWENS
SCHOOL. UK
Graduated 2016
A Levels: A, A, B
AS Levels: A, A, A, B
GCSE 12 subjects A*-B
including Mathematics
(A) and English (A*)

UCL SU council in LGBT+ interests.
Trans Rep | UCL LGBT+ Network | 2017-18
Involved creating and running regular events, representing transgender interests on the
committee, and working on several campaigns in the interests of transgender rights and
welfare.
Webmaster | UCL Society of Archaeological Students | 2017 - July 2018
Created and maintained a website (HTML, CSS, JS, PHP). Maintained social media

EXCAVATION
EXPERIENCE

presence (Twitter and Facebook). Ran ticket sales via Eventbrite

EMPLOYMENT
Downley, UK | 2017
General field school. A long

Zero Tolerance Trainer | UCL SU |Sept-Oct 2017

term project aiming to
uncover the hunting lodge of

Created workshop material to train and teach UCLU staff and UCL students about the

the Earl of Arundel.

Zero Tolerance to Sexual Harassment campaign

Asturias, Spain | 2018, Jul

Transition Mentor | UCL SU |Sept-Dec 2017

Field project run by Dr Gabriel
Moshenska (UCL). Focus on

Worked with first year students in small groups on a weekly basis to help acclimatise to

environmental and public

UCL and London. Additional focus on academic issues and topics relevant to first years

archaeology

students' degree programme.

Aditu, Spain | 2018, Jul- Aug
Osteology field school.

PUBLICATIONS, CONFERENCES, AND TALKS

Investigated human burials at
the medieval Sanctuary of San
Miguel in Excelsis

.Speaker| Skeletons, Stories, and Social Bodies Conference | 20-22 March 2018
Talk focused on how trans and intersex people and bodies are considered and
contextualised within the field of bioarchaeology, and how this can be improved. This

TDP, UK | 2018-Current
Long term project focusing on
archaeology around the
Thames Basin area.

talk was awarded the Student Podium Prize.
Organiser | Non-Binary in Tech | 29 July 2017
Organised a free one-day event that focused on highlighting the work of people who
identify partly or solely outside of the gender binary in the technology industry

